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What is Frontclear?

Frontclear is a financial markets development company focused on catalyzing more stable and inclusive money markets in emerging and developing countries.

What does Frontclear do?

Frontclear facilitates the development of money markets through issuance of Basel III compliant credit guarantees to cover a transacting institution’s (the obligor) counterparty credit

risk. Through the Frontclear Technical Assistance Program (FTAP), the company aims to build knowledge and capacity and establish financial infrastructure conducive to interbank

markets.

Which market instruments does Frontclear guarantee?

Frontclear covers secured money market instruments including repo’s and cross currency repo’s, derivative instruments including forwards, FX swaps and cross currency swaps

(deliverable and non-deliverable), and securities financing transactions. Frontclear supports both OTC and exchange traded markets and issues guarantees bilaterally or to central

financial infrastructure providers such as central clearing counterparties and central security depositaries. A key value proposition of Frontclear is to facilitate the use of local

securities as collateral in interbank trades.

Who is Frontclear?

Frontclear is an Amsterdam based development institution and is part of the Cardano Development Group, which manages (inter alia) The Currency Exchange Fund and Guarantco.

Frontclear is funded by a number of European development finance institutions and governments, including the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD),

Entrepreneurial Development Bank (FMO), Financial Sector Deepening Africa (FSDA), Proparco, The Currency Exchange Fund (TCX), the UK’s Department of International

Development (DFID) and the German Ministry of Development Cooperation (BMZ). Frontclear’s guarantees are counter-guaranteed by KfW, a AAA-rated German development

Bank.



Recent numbers
2019 Summary
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Money market credit USD

Mobilised

Guaranteed

985m

576m

252m

412m

2019
As at 31 Dec

2015—19

Money market systems As at 31 Dec 2019 2015—19

Financial knowledge trainings 7 42

Legal and regulatory reviews 6 15

Market infrastructure studies 12 19

25 75

1Onboarded beneficiary banks, regulators and private sector contributors.

Countries Projects Network partners1

As at 31 Dec 2019 8 11 20

2015—19 25 36 75



Investors
An expanding base of development finance institutions
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Capital structure
And protection to beneficiaries
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Frontclear is funded by EU governments and development 

banks and has a tiered, blended finance structure.

Frontclear only guarantees transactions that have are 

collateralised, which provides and important capital layer 

consisting of a diversified pool of government securities 

and local currency cash.

Frontclear holds several layers of funding in its waterfall, 

with FCF subordinated being a first-loss tranche provided 

by donors, and FCF Junior and portfolio insurance from 

Lloyds providing the core capital.

Frontclear also makes use of deal specific insurance 

policies to distribute risk and manage its peak exposures.

Finally, KFW provides a counter-guarantee to further 

credit-enhance the Frontclear guarantee.

Our partner beneficiaries are global banks and emerging 

market investors.

Frontclear is in ongoing dialogue with investors and 

expect to keep raising capital in 2020 and 2021.

Partner Beneficiaries

Counter-Guarantee Facility 

Portfolio Insurance

91m USD

FCF Subordinated

FCF Junior

75m USD

100m USD

13.2m USD

Diversified collateral pool

Risk 

Distribution

(Deal specific 

insurance)
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Money markets are central to the 

functioning of financial systems and their 

ability to support economic growth and 

poverty reduction.
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Money markets
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For local markets

Stable and inclusive interbank markets are crucial to the overall functioning of the financial system and hence to economic growth and poverty alleviation. These markets allow

banks to manage risk and allocates liquidity to lenders who need it most. Swap markets allow banks to lower funding costs and transacting leads to price discovery and yield

curve benchmarking. Repo markets play a critical role in supporting liquidity in the bond market, thereby promoting the allocation of capital for the long-term. Money markets are

central to the effective transmission of monetary policy and hence broader macro-economic stability and economic growth.

For obligors

The Frontclear guarantee provides an opportunity to better utilize local currency assets (such cash and government securities) to establish an investment grade treasury function,

thereby reducing cost of funding and allowing for better management of ALM risk. The guarantee is flexible and can be utilized to attract shorter term funding at competitive rates,

establish trading lines to access global derivative markets or get letters of credit confirmed for trade finance transactions. Frontclear also provides comprehensive training and

system development assistance through its technical assistance program.

For our partner beneficiaries

The Frontclear guarantee assists our beneficiaries to overcome credit, country or institutional limits to transact with financial institutions in emerging and frontier markets and close

landmark transactions that move markets forward. The Basel III compliant guarantee allows for capital relief through the substitution approach, reducing the cost of trading and

thereby allowing beneficiaries to offer their clients more attractive trading terms. The guarantee covers the Early Termination Amount (ISDA, GMRA) and Frontclear acts a buyer

of last resort to liquidate collateral held in a default scenario, covering the exact loss amount on default. Frontclear’s guarantees are counter-guaranteed by KfW.



Stakeholder value
Proven benefits of working with Frontclear
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For the local bank

• (Inter)national connectivity through new

and re-established banking relationships 

• Improved ability to manage liquidity

• Reduce cost of funding

• Better risk management and ALM

• Opportunities to expand knowledge and skills

For the regulator

• More liquid, stable and inclusive market

• Better monetary policy transmission

• Improved price discovery and development of

risk-mitigating products

• Reduced legal uncertainty

• Opportunities to expand knowledge and skills

For the investor

• Strengthened local capital market for FI clients

• Collaborating to build money market expertise

• Supporting more robust and shock-resistant

financial market systems

• Participating in a proven blended finance facility

• ROI and development impact

For the lending bank

• Market development for future business

• Capital relief under Basel III IRB

• Reduced legal and operational risk

• Profitability of transactions

• Tangible stewardship role



Stakeholder value in practice
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Dr. Ernest Addison
Governor
Bank of Ghana

“It’s early days, but the signals are there.  Since 

Frontclear’s advisory and support to the 

development and launch of the Ghanaian Repo 

Market Guidelines, the Bank of Ghana has been 

approached by many global capital market 

investors and by local banks alike… all expressing 

an interest to conduct repo transactions under the 

global GMRA standard.  Frontclear with SocGen

and Fidelity Ghana were the first to do so in 

December 2019, but we see this as just the start to 

a more liquid interbank market.  Frontclear’s

commitment to Ghana’s repo market reforms dates 

back to 2016, encompassing training, regulatory 

advisory and transactions.  We could have done it 

without them, but definitely not in the 3 years it has 

taken to-date.  We look forward to the continued 

relationship to develop the country’s money 

markets into 2020 and beyond.”

Jérôme Sabah
Global Head of Fixed Income and 
Currencies Sales for Financial Institutions
Societe Generale

“Both our Ghana trades would never have been 

possible without the Frontclear guarantee, local 

relationships and knowledge. The first trade, a TRS 

closed December 2018, required strong technical and 

legal adaptation, as this was Societe Generale’s first 

cross-currency total return swap in Ghana. By 

leveraging on our solid expertise of collateralized 

financing solutions and partnering with development 

institutions like Frontclear, this challenging experience 

enabled us to explore this new local market. The 

second trade closed December 2019 was different. 

The GMRA transaction was more straightforward and 

better aligned with our existing processes and 

experience across sales, legal and accounting. It has 

been a real added value to be able to close this under 

global best practice GMRA documentation following 

the launch of the Ghana Repo Guidelines.”

Sam Aidoo
Deputy Managing Director
Fidelity Bank

“We have teams at Fidelity that specialize in a number 

of sectors that support Ghana’s real economy. The 

manufacturing sector is one such area of focus for 

us. Having access to short-term wholesale liquidity is 

integral to adequately supporting many of these 

industries. The experience and awareness created by 

the transactions through Frontclear coupled with the 

drive of our committed regulator (Bank of Ghana) is 

allowing us to better respond to our clients that support 

Ghana’s economy.”

“The demonstration effect of the Frontclear transaction 

is apparent and the launch of the Repo Guidelines was 

a clear accelerant. The latter was of course, only 

possible with the drive of the committed regulator (Bank 

of Ghana).”
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Product offering
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Frontclear unlocks access to 

global and local interbank 

markets for EMDC financial 

institutions by providing credit 

guarantees to cover counterparty 

credit and related risks.

Frontclear complements its risk 

bearing capacity with the 

provision of technical assistance 

to remove barriers to money 

market development. Technical 

assistance is focused on 

regulatory and legal reform, 

industry training and financial 

market infrastructure 

development – all targeting the 

development of liquid global and 

local money markets. 

Guarantee 
transactions

Technical
Assistance

Money market 
development

Frontclear is a financial markets 

development company dedicated 

to stable and inclusive money 

markets in Emerging and 

Developing Countries (EMDCs).



Transaction structures
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Beneficiary

Bank
Obligor

Bank
Frontclear

Transactions

Repos

Derivatives

Guarantee

Early Termination 

Amount upon 

Obligors failure

to pay

Local

collateral

OnshoreOffshore

Beneficiary

Bank
Obligor

Bank
Frontclear

Transactions

Repos

Derivatives

Guarantee

Early Termination 

Amount upon 

Obligors failure

to pay

Local

collateral

OnshoreOffshore

Beneficiary

Bank
Obligor

Bank
Frontclear

Transactions

Repos

Derivatives

Guarantee

Early Termination 

Amount upon 

Obligors failure

to pay

Local

collateral

OnshoreOffshore

Bank 3

Frontclear

Guarantee to all 

parties bilaterally 

or via CCP

Early Termination 

Amount upon 

Obligors failure

to pay

OnshoreOffshore

Bank 2

Bank 4

Bank 1

Transactions 

& Collateral
Repos Derivatives

Cross-Border 
Transactions

Intermediation 
Transactions

Onshore 
Transactions

Multi-Party 
Transactions



Key terms and conditions structured trades
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Eligible obligors Regulated financial institutions and financial infrastructure providers

Geographic scope All emerging and frontier economies

Instruments Local currency repos, cross currency repo, synthetic repo (TRS)

Spot FX, Forward FX, FX Swaps, Cross Currency Swaps, Interest rate swaps, NDFs

Letters of Credit

Securities financing transactions

Guarantee Frontclear guarantees payment of the Early Termination Amount upon close out and 

failure to pay by the obligor (on pari-passu or first loss basis). Buyer of last resort of 

collateral in in close out process.

Guarantee max notional USD 50 million

Guarantee max percentage Frontclear can guarantee up to 100% of the transaction exposure

Eligible collateral For repo transactions: Government bills and bonds in hard or local currency

For swap transactions (CSA): USD cash, local currency cash, government bills and bonds

Minimum collateral terms Haircuts determined on case by case basis for repo transactions. CSA terms for 

derivative trades are maximum weekly valuations, typically zero thresholds, and minimum 

transfer amounts of USD250k. For wrong way transactions an Independent Amount is 

usually required. 

Eligible documentation Preference for ISDA, GMRA deviations from ISDA / GMRA triggers additional approval 

process.

Trade tenors 6 – 18 months, longer tenors on case by case basis



Legal and

regulatory system

Market

infrastructure

TA services
Advisory, training and workshops for regulators and industry participants
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Financial 

knowledgeThe Frontclear Technical Assistance 

Programme (FTAP) builds on locally-driven 

needs analysis combined with thorough market 

due diligence to develop a tailored country 

programme aimed at addressing market 

development barriers. Country programmes 

span a wide range of activities including 

training and capacity building, regulator 

roundtables and advisory projects on ISDA and 

GMRA legal enforceability as well as market 

infrastructure development.

FTAP works closely with global and national 

expertise and under joint Frontclear/local 

leadership. For example, in country with central 

banks, capital markets authorities, bankers’ 

associations and ACIs. Globally through its 

FTAP Partnership Facility that pools financial 

and in-kind contributions for the private and not-

for-profit sectors.

Basic offering

• The Repo Product

• Understanding and Implementing GMRA

• Fixed Income Boot Camp

• Deep Dive Derivatives

• Understanding and Implementing ISDA

• Basel II/III – Risk Management

Medior offering

• Recognition and Accounting of 

Financial Instruments and Derivatives 

Under IFRS 9

• Collateral Management

• Collateral Management in Bilateral and 

Centrally Cleared OTC Derivatives

• Mastering Basel III Capital

Roundtables
- regulators

• Addressing country-specific challenges 

to ISDA and GMRA enforceability

• Remedial planning to clean opinions

Advisory
- legal/regulatory review & reform

• Backstopping local regulatory reform 

processes

• Detailed review of relevant local 

regulation relative to ISDA and GMRA 

enforceability

• Recommendations for reformed 

language towards clean opinions

Training
- judiciary & legal enforceability

• Supporting commercial judges and 

arbitration processes

Advisory

• In-depth reviews of clearing and 

settlement challenges

Feasibility studies

• Review of the viability of e.g. clearing 

counterparties or primary dealer 

structures, including initial structure 

design

Research

• Multi-country research on key issues in 

money market infrastructure

01 02 03
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Impact strategy
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Create access 

and knowledge

Develop stable and 

inclusive money markets

Develop local onshore 

money markets

Cross-border guarantees

Knowledge transfer

Identify barriers

Build exemplary transactions

Market readiness

Basic training

Legal and regulator review

Domestic guarantees

Bilateral

Tradeclear (multi-party)

Market practice

Advanced training

Legal and regulatory reform

Market infrastructure 

feasibility studies

Plug-in guarantees

Multi-party

Market participation

Market infrastructure

Advanced training

1

2

3

Opening
2—3 years

Mid-development
3—5 years

End-target
5—8 years

Performance relative to 

the Impact Strategy is 

measured and reported 

using Frontclear’s 

practical framework, The 

Theory of Change (ToC).
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Performance 2019
Guarantees and Technical Assistance

05



Guarantee results
Output indicators
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Frontclear reaching greater scale in markets

52% of 2019 transacting obligor banks are Tiers 2 and 3 banks, 

a 17% increase relative to the cumulative portfolio average.

Takeaway

2019 2015—19

Local banks onboarded 11 40

Regional and global banks onboarded 1 13

6% 8% 16% 12% 16% 20% 22%

Country

48% 46% 6%

Obligor Tier

20% 6% 16%

Collateral

6% 8% 16% 16% 12%

Armenian 

USD Eurobonds

Ecuadorian 

USD Eurobonds

Egypt

EGP/USD T-Bills

Ghana

GHS Bonds

JPY Cash Nigerian

NGN T-Bills

Nigerian

NGN Bonds

USD Cash

Costa Rica

USD Eurobonds .1%

Armenia Ecuador Egypt Georgia Ghana Mongolia Nigeria

Costa Rica .1%

Tier-1 Tier-2 Tier-3

0%

0%

0%

100%

100%

100%



Sample transactions
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Technical Assistance results
Output indicators
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86%

14%

72%

14%

14%

53%

27%

20%

28%

24%

48%

Higher value-add advisory projects are growing

Reaching 72% of all 2019 activities, this marks more than a fivefold increase since 2016.

Takeaway

219k
Volume funding

FTAP AREA

639k
Volume funding

235k
Volume funding

347k
Volume funding

FTAP AREA FTAP AREA FTAP AREA

Financial knowledge

Legal and regulatory system

Market infrastructureAnnual TA expenditure and % breakdown by area

20172016 2018 2019
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2019201820172016

FOP became market-wide 

standard per BOG

Diagnostic Workshop 

on settlement process

Launch BOG Repo Guidelines 

at IMF/WB Meetings together 

with Frontclear

GMRA under UK law became the 

accepted standard per the Repo 

Guidelines issued by BOG

Legal Requirements 

of GMRA

Repo Accounting

USD 40m
Cross-currency repo 

transaction under GMRA

USD cash against 

Ghanaian Cedi T-Bonds

Financier: Societe Generale

Originator/Guarantor: Frontclear

Repo & GMRA 

Regulators’ Roundtable

USD 40m
Cross-currency total 

return swap transaction

USD cash against Ghanaian 

Cedi T-Bonds

Financier: Societe Generale

Originator/Guarantor: Frontclear

Cross-border Total 

Return Swap (TRS)

First free-of-payment

(FOP) transaction that was 

backed and approved by 

the SEC and CSD of Ghana

Basel II/III

ISDA & Derivatives 

Deep-Dive

Understanding Repo 

& Implementing GMRA

Country Strategy FTAP

Market wide interviews 

and due diligence

Fixed Income 

Boot Camp

DEC

NOV

13-14

37 BSPs 14 Rs

29 BSPs

45 BSPs 2 Rs

22 BSPs 2 Rs

31 BSPs

OCT

22-24

OCT

OCT

17

SEP

17-18

JANJAN

24-25

DEC

DEC

JAN

23-25

MAR

APR

11-12

MAY

OCT

10-13

A

C

S

C

A

A

C

C

C

S

C
7 BSPs 21 Rs

4 BSPs 34 A&IRs

35 BSPs 7 Rs

38 BSPs 11 Rs

S

S

C

C

A

S

S

Access

Capacity

System

BSPs

Rs

A&IRs

Banking Sector Participants

Regulators

African and Int’l Regulators

Ramping up 
impact in Ghana

PHASE 1: OPENING
2—3 YEARS

PHASE 2: MID-DEVELOPMENT
3—5 YEARS
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Team
International team with broad banking and development experience
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Philip Buyskes
CEO

Erik van Dijk
CFRO

Daniel Baeza
Latin America

Francis Sossah
Sub-Saharan Africa

Hugh Friel
Sub-Saharan Africa

Andrei Shinkevich
CIS, CEE, Asia, MENA

Ingrid Hagen
Vice-President Strategic Projects

Diogo Robles
Associate Strategic Projects

Gustavo Angel
Risk Management

Finance and 
Risk Management

Structuring 
Team



Frontclear
Mauritskade 63
1092 AD Amsterdam
The Netherlands

frontclear.com

Thank you

http://www.frontclear.com/

